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ABSTRACT

SABIO-RK is a curated database for the systems biology community containing biochemical reactions and their kinetic properties, the latter being manually extracted from literature sources. This information is crucial for the quantitative understanding of biological systems. Modellers and wet-lab scientists alike require reliable information about reaction kinetics which is normally contained in publications generated worldwide. In SABIO-RK kinetic data are related to reactions, organisms and biological locations. The type of kinetic mechanism and corresponding rate equations are presented together with their parameters and experimental conditions. In order to enable comprehensive understanding, integration and comparison of data it is necessary to provide annotations and links to community resources, such as external databases and ontologies that augment the content and the semantics of the SABIO-RK database entries. In this short paper we will present SABIO-RK (http://sabio.villa-bosch.de/SABIORK) and our approach towards integration and annotation of the kinetic data and their respective biochemical context.
INTRODUCTION

For the understanding of complex biochemical processes, the simulation and modelling of biochemical reactions and complex networks require reliable kinetic information about the individual reaction steps within the process. Information such as the kinetic laws describing the dynamics of the reactions with their respective parameters determined under certain experimental conditions is of paramount importance. These kinetic data are mainly found in the literature and described in many different formats. Within the publications no controlled vocabulary is used for the representation of biochemical reactions, kinetic data and environmental conditions. The integration of these data needs the definition and use of standards for reporting and exchanging.

SABIO-RK extends and supplements the information content of other databases containing kinetic information (e.g. BRENDA [1], BioModels [2], and JWS Online [3]) by storing highly interrelated information about biochemical reactions and their kinetics. It includes reactants and modifying compounds (enzymes, cofactors, inhibitors or activators) of reactions. The kinetic laws with their parameters and information about experimental conditions are connected with the reaction information. The data about biochemical reactions, their rate equations and parameters can be exported in SBML (Systems Biology Markup Language) [4] file format.

The STRENDA [5] (Standards for Reporting Enzymology Data) commission is working on the definition of a standard for reporting on enzyme activity. The standard should contain the minimum amount of information that should accompany any published enzyme activity data. The use of references to controlled vocabularies and ontologies is also of great importance for the implementation of the STRENDA guidelines.

In this paper we describe new implementations in SABIO-RK and in the input interface to match the defined requirements of STRENDA.

DATA INTEGRATION

The data contained in SABIO-RK are extracted from different sources, in order to establish a broad information basis. Most of the reactions, their associations with biochemical pathways and their enzymes are automatically extracted from the KEGG database [6]. Information about chemical compounds is extended additionally by data from ChEBI [7] or PubChem [8].

Kinetic data in SABIO-RK are mainly extracted from literature and inserted manually using a web-based input interface to enter the data into a temporary database. The temporary database is used by biological experts to curate the data and to insert them into the final SABIO-RK database. The main objective of the input interface is to supply a uniform format
for users entering and curating the data found in publications. Apart from this, automatic control mechanisms have been implemented to check for errors and inconsistencies during the integration process. The systems check, for example: whether all reaction participants of a reaction equation have to be defined as compound species; if all parameters in a rate equation have to be defined in the parameter list independent of whether or not the parameter value is known; if the rate equations are mathematically correct; and which (if applicable) parameter type should be related to a compound species (for example, a $K_m$ value always should be related to a compound, however $V_{\text{max}}$ or $k_{\text{cat}}$ do not need a species assignment).

To avoid errors and inconsistencies within the SABIO-RK database during the first input process, the interface offers lists of controlled vocabularies for the selection of values for the following data:

- Species (compounds search function)
- Species roles (e.g. substrate, product, modifier...)
- Biochemical reactions (search functions)
- Organisms, tissues and cellular locations
- Kinetic law types (e.g. Competitive inhibition or Sequential ordered Bi Bi)
- Parameter types (e.g. $K_m$, $k_{\text{cat}}$, $V_{\text{max}}$, $K_i$, $K_d$, rate constant)
- Parameter units (e.g. mM, $\mu$M, 1/s, nmol/min)

Based on information in the literature, detailed information about the protein catalysing the reaction is inserted. This includes information about a specific isoenzyme or mutations used in the experiments (e.g. wildtype, mutant E540K, wildtype isoenzyme A), UniProt [9] accession numbers and information about the composition of subunits (e.g. (Q6UG02)*4 for a homotetramer).

The data format defined in the input interface fits most of the current requirements of the STRENGA commission for reporting enzymology data. So SABIO-RK offers the structure for inserting and storing data required for a complete description of an experiment (Level 1, List A) which comprise, for example, information about the enzyme (EC number, biological location, isoenzyme information etc.) and the assay conditions. The description of enzyme activity data (Level 1, List B) includes kinetic parameters necessary for enzyme function definition ($V_{\text{max}}$, $k_{\text{cat}}$, $K_m$ etc.), information about enzyme inhibition or activation and the description of the kinetic mechanisms including rate equations.

Another possible way to insert kinetic data into SABIO-RK is by using an XML-based integration tool to import a higher amount of kinetic data automatically.
Scientific communication needs standards and a shared vocabulary to avoid misinterpretations. Such standards are especially important when gathering data from different sources. To identify entities or terms unambiguously and to facilitate the search, interpretation and comparison of data, these are standardized to a uniform format and structure. This implies the usage and development of controlled vocabularies. Entities and expressions in SABIO-RK are annotated to other resources and biological ontologies to clarify the biological terms used and to embed the data into its context. This enables users to collect further information through links to external databases and facilitates the integration of different database entries into kinetic models.

Biological ontologies used in SABIO-RK are ChEBI, Gene Ontology (GO) [10], Systems Biology Ontology (SBO) [11], and NCBI taxonomy [12]. ChEBI is a dictionary and ontological classification of small chemical compounds. Gene Ontology comprises controlled vocabularies for molecular functions, biological processes and cellular components of gene products. Systems Biology Ontology defines controlled vocabularies for systems biology, especially in the context of computational modelling. NCBI taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary and complex classification system of organisms. These controlled vocabularies and ontologies are the basis for the definition of the selection lists for compounds, organisms, kinetic law types, parameter types etc. in the SABIO-RK input interface.

Links to external databases in the user interface (Fig. 1) allow the user to connect to other data sources to get further information about the selected entry. Annotations are shown for chemical compounds to KEGG, ChEBI and PubChem. Enzymes are linked through their EC number to ExPASy ENZYME [13], KEGG, IntEnz [14], IUBMB [15] and Reactome [16]. Further links to KEGG are implemented for the reaction equation and the information source is referenced to PubMed [17]. Proteins or protein complexes catalysing the reactions are linked to the specific UniProt accession number(s). These annotations of proteins or protein complexes to UniProt are done manually by biological experts based on information in the publication.
Figure 1. Database entry containing links to external databases and controlled vocabularies.

Many annotations to external databases and controlled vocabularies defined in the user interface are also stored in the SMBL file for exporting the information (Fig. 2).
Future Directions

In order to offer the users more references to additional information we are working on the cross-linking and annotation of the database content to more database resources and ontologies.

One of the next steps for further SABIO-RK developments is the incorporation of detailed information about the mechanisms of the reaction to allow the user to obtain information about the kinetic properties of sub-reactions or binding mechanisms of enzymes and substrates. This includes the visualization of reaction mechanism information in the user-interface.

In the future the input interface will be further adapted to the current and changing requirements of the STRENDA commission which could comprise, for example, more detailed and structured information about experimental conditions and the methodology of measurement, purification etc. SABIO-RK will participate in further discussions about STRENDA requirements and work on their implementation. SABIO-RK could serve as the basis for a general data input and storage system for experimentalists and modellers.
Summary

SABIO-RK is a curated data resource for modellers of biochemical networks to assemble information about reactions and their kinetics. It also offers experimentalists the opportunity to obtain information about biochemical reactions and their kinetics, within the context of cellular locations, tissues and organisms. The data are extracted automatically from different databases and kinetic information is manually extracted from literature. The database uses controlled vocabularies and links to other ontologies or external databases to allow the comparison of data and to extract additional information from other sources.
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